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Wired Headphones EarFun EH100 (Silver)
Experience your favorite tracks in high-quality with EarFun EH100. The headphones provide impressive sound, certified by Hi-Res, thanks
to built-in  dynamic and armature drivers.  Additionally,  you will  find extra  rings in  the set,  enhancing the bass for  even better  results.
Furthermore, the headphones ensure long-lasting comfort, and with the interchangeable silicone covers, you can customize them to your
needs.
 
Sound Full of Details
Feel  like you're at a concert  of  your favorite artist.  The EarFun EH100 utilize a 10-millimeter bio-diaphragm and armature drivers (6.8
mm),  resulting  in  crystal-clear,  ear-pleasing  high  and  mid-tones,  and  deep  bass.  Moreover,  the  magnetic  design  enhances  sound
resolution.
 
Customize the EH100 Sound
Adapt  the  sound  of  EarFun  EH100  to  your  liking.  The  headphones  use  black  rings  (default  mounted),  providing  gentle  bass,  natural
mid-tones, and smooth high tones. Meanwhile, the red rings included in the set offer vivid bass, giving depth to tracks. Choose the right
version for yourself!
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Long-Lasting Comfort
Enjoy  unparalleled  comfort  with  EarFun EH100.  The headphones  stand out  with  their  ergonomic  design,  allowing you to  use  them for
extended periods  without  feeling fatigued and uncomfortable.  Moreover,  they are  exceptionally  light  –  each headphone weighs  8.6  g.
Additionally, you can hook the flexible cable behind the ears for greater stability.
 
Refined Construction
Zinc alloy was used in  the production of  the headphones,  along with CNC engraving and manual  polishing processes,  translating to  a
solidly built product. Moreover, the silver-plated copper wire and gold-plated connector ensure durability and better signal transmission.
 
In the Set
headphones
storage case
cable (1.3 m)
silicone covers (S/M/L)
double silicone covers
pair of red rings
user manual
Manufacturer
Earfun
Model
EH100
Color
silver
Driver Diameter
10 mm, 6.8 mm
Frequency Response
16 Hz - 40 kHz
Sensitivity
103 dB (at 1 kHz)
Impedance
16 Ω
Connector
gold-plated, 3.5 mm
Cable Length
1.3 m
Weight of a Single Headphone
8.6 g

Price:

Before: € 96.0015

Now: € 87.99
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